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This report was written primarily for the use of the U. S. Strategic
in the preparation of further reports of a more comprehensive nature. Any conclusions or opinions expressed in this report must
be considered as limited to the specific material covered and as subject to
further interpretation in the light of further studies conducted by the
Survey.

Bombing Survey

I

OKI

WORD

The United States Strategic Bombing Surwas established by the Secretary of War on
8 November 1944, pursuant to a directive from
the late President Roosevelt.
Its mission was
to conduct an impartial and expert study of
the effects of our aerial attack on Germany, to
be used in connection with air attacks on Japan
and to establish a basis for evaluating the importance and potentialities of air power as an
\

The military segment of the organization was
drawn from the Army to the extent of 60 percent, and from the Navy to the extent of 40

ej

percent.

all

Japanese phase were:
Franklin D'Olier, Chairman.
Paul H. Nitze,
Henry ('. Alexander, Vice-Chairmen.

Harry L. Bowman,
Kenneth Galbraith,

J.

Japanese military, government, and industrial
officials. It also recovered and translated many
documents which not only have been useful to

Jr.,

Jr.,

Monroe E. Spaght,
Dr. Lewis R. Thompson,

the Survey, but also will furnish data valuable

Theodore P. Wright,
I

Navy gave

her entry into the war, the internal discussions
and negotiations leading to her acceptance of
unconditional surrender, the course of health
and morale among the civilian population, the
effectiveness of the Japanese civilian defense
organization, and the effects of the atomic
bombs. Separate reports will be issued covering each phase of the study.
The Survey interrogated more than 700

its

Fred Searls,

the

engagement by engagement, and campaign by
campaign, and to secure reasonably accurate
statistics on Japan's economy and war-production, plant by plant, and industry by industry.
In addition, studies were conducted on Japan's
over-all strategic plans and the background of

types of air attack in the

Rensis Likert,
Frank A. McNamee,

Army and

possible assistance in furnishing

other parts of Japan, the islands of the Pacific,
and the Asiatic mainland.
It was possible to reconstruct much of wartime Japanese military planning and execution,

war against Japan, submitting reports in duplicate to the Secretary of War and to the Secretary of the Navy. The officers of the Survey
during

all

men, supplies, transport, and information. The
Survey operated from headquarters established
in Tokyo early in September 1945, with subheadquarters in Nagoya, Osaka, Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, and with mobile teams operating in

instrument of military strategy for planning
the future development of the United States
armed forces and for determining future economic policies with respect to the national
defense. A summary report and some 200 supporting reports containing the findings of the
Survey in Germany have been published.
On 15 August 1945, President Truman requested that the Survey conduct a similar study
of the effects of

Both the

the Survey

for other

made

tin ctOT8.

studies.

Arrangements have been

turn over the Survey's

files to the
Central Intelligence Group, through which they
will be available for further examination and

Walter Wilds, Secret art/.
The Survey's complement provided for 300
civilians, 350 officers, and 500 enlisted men.

to

distribution.
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The

Kffort to

Meet the Demand

SI

MMARV AM)

for Ships

Beginning with the China incident in 1937,
the Japanese economy was constantly and increasingly in need of more and more merchant
ships. With the outbreak of war in December
1941, Japan began to suffer ship losses at a
steadily increasing rate which her naval and
air forces were unable to check.
Not until the war had been in progress a full
year did the Japanese bring themselves to concentrate on merchant shipbuilding as if their
whole economic and military position depended,
as it did, on the adequacy of the merchant marine.
The largest commercial shipyards had
been preoccupied with the heavy naval ship
construction program and little had been done
to expand or modernize established yards or to
build

The

new
12

ones.

major commercial yar-fc which

ac-

counted for about three-fourths of the total
work done on ships in all the yards during the
war, had been well established custom shipbuilders before the war
building and repairing both merchant and naval ships to order
with no great premium on volume production
and employing the conventional shipbuilding
techniques of the 20s and 30s. Shortly after
war was declared, the necessity for standardization of ship design was recognized, but the
12 types adopted were little more than official
sanction for the more or less uniform ship designs developed in various shipyards.
When the navy, which had assumed control
and responsibility for shipbuilding from the
Communications Ministry, initiated a genuine

—

expand the volume of shipbuilding,
the number of ship types was reduced to seven
and several new yards, designed to produce
some one type exclusively, were started. As the
pressure for more shipping increased, an extensive program of small wooden ship construction
was laid out but did not get well under way

effort

to

until the

spring of 1943.

CONCLUSION'S
The Japanese were confronted with a great
demand for petroleum transportation after the outbreak of war. The conduct of
the war brought about a large increase in
petroleum requirements at home which could
only be met by transportation over long disincrease in

tances as from Singapore and the

NEI

to Japan.

Inasmuch as Japan had relied heavily, before
the oil embargo by the Allies, on imports in
foreign bottoms from outside Greater East
Asia, her supply of facilities for overseas oil
transport was inadequate to meet the demand
for oil transportation.
Hence, there existed a
great demand for the creation of additional
tanker tonnage.

More than 400,000 tons of cargo ships were
converted into tankers during the fiscal years
1941 and 1942 and almost 1,000,000 tons of
new tankers were built during the war, mostly
in 1943 and 1944. The Japanese were never
able to provide enough transportation for petroleum products to meet the demands, however,
in spite of the delay in the incidence of effective
Allied attacks on tankers.
Tanker deliveries met schedules better than
other types of merchant ships because of the
higher priority assigned to tankers from December 1942 to January 1945. The priority
was implemented by the assignment of tanker
construction to what were considered the most
reliable shipyards. When it became apparent
in the

spring of 1944 that production schedules

generally would not be met, previously scheduled cargo ship production was rescheduled
It was not until it
was considered no longer a worthy risk to send
tankers to the south that efforts to meet the
demand for new tankers ceased. That decision
was made in January 1945.
The monthly tonnage deliveries of steel mer-

for completion as tankers.

chant ships other than tankers, of steel tankers
and of all wooden ships are shown on Chart 1,

page
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The volume of both ship deliveries and economic input increased rapidly throughout 1943.
The

lag in fluctuations in the rate of delivery

behind corresponding fluctuations in the rated
economic input averaged about 2 months. The
steel ship producers operated on a peak plateau
of production effort from January through October 1944 averaging about 134 million yen
input per month. Ship deliveries for the same
length period beginning and ending 2 months
later averaged about 147,000 gross tons per

month. The period of peak activity in wooden
ship construction lasted from November 1943

through June 1944 during which time monthly
input averaged about 22,000 yen. Wooden ship
deliveries for the corresponding period of delivery averaged about 27,000 gross tons per
month.
Causes of the Failure

In spite of the strenuous efforts and greatly
expanded volume of merchant ship production
during the war, new tonnage never exceeded
45 percent of the sinkings in any one year.
The greatest single cause of the failure to maintain an adequate merchant marine was the

Japanese' failure to prevent wholesale sinkings.
The shipbuilding industry had an impossible
task.

The

basic limitations of the low skill level of

workman, the cramped
quarters occupied by the shipyards, the lack of
heavy duty cranes and equipment, and the unimaginativeness of Japanese industrial engithe average Japanese

neering and management committed wartime
shipbuilding techniques very largely to the low
volume traditional methods which were only
partially offset by the simplification

omy

and econ-

of design (adopted at the expense of speed

and seaworthiness) of the standard ship types
put into production.
Once the decision was made to expedite merchant ship construction, heavy naval ship construction was curtailed, and the yards were
expanded to permit the rapid increase in the
volume of merchant shipbuilding. Before the
full capacity of the expanded yards was realized, however, the whole program was overtaken by the over-all shortage of steel in Japan.
Production was maintained through the peak
period by drastic cuts in steel priorities to activity considered less essential and by drawing
down on steel stocks within the steel industry
materials pipe-line and steel inventories in the
721360

—
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shipyards. These temporary expedimts were
exhausted by the end of October 1944, and
beginning in November a precipitous decline
in the volume of ship construction set in.
Throughout the period of peak production the
extent to which employment had been expanded
and average man-hours per employee increased
indicates that shipbuilding was under some
strain for labor power but was not suffering

seriously for the lack of

it.

Throughout 1945 the merchant ship construction index continued to fall off at such a

rapid rate that production at levels higher than
those actually attained could easily have been

with the steel stocks reported on
end of the war Production was
suffering from the effects of bombing.

sustained

hand

The

at the

Effects of

Air Attack

Between March 1945 and the end of the war,
about one-fourth of the floor space in the commercial shipyards was destroyed by air attacks.
Most of the damage was done by direct hits or
spreading fires started by the IB urban area
attacks. Some damage was done by HE attacks
directed at nearby targets. Only one multiplane
attack was directed at a shipyard as such, however, during the entire air campaign against
the home islands. Most of the 17 shipyards
which lost more than 10 percent of their floor
space to attack before the end of June suffered
than a 50 percent loss. Nevertheless, production in these yards took a substantial cut
from which it never recovered before the end
of the war. In the meantime, other yards located in these same cities but undamaged by
the area attacks were able to continue production as well or better than other undamaged
yards elsewhere in Japan even though the

less

average employment and man-hours fell off to
about the same degree as in the damaged yards.
The loss of production following the air attacks
is. therefore, associated with the demoralization and disorganization of shipyard activities
caused by damage to facilities in the shipyards.
The Japanese were unable to restore such facilities or to reorganize procedures so that production could be continued without them.
Sufficient additional damage had been inflicted on the shipyards between the end of
June and the end of the war that, judged by
the effects of the earlier attacks, shipyard activity could have continued only on a rapidly
declining scale if the war had been continued.

:

In fact -the degree of interference with producobtained from the comparatively light
damage suggests that an earlier attack on ship-

tion

yards, particularly those located near the
fields

that

were sown

air,

speeded up the operation in
of the

war

mine

would have
the closing phases

by

of the primary over-all factor in

Japan's downfall

—her

loss of

merchant

ships.

The analysis of the' effects of air attack on
Japanese merchant shipbuilding requires first
an analysis of the shipbuilding effort before
bombing began so that the effects thereof can
be seen in the light of other factors affecting
the final result. The commercial shipyards of
Japan, which built and repaired substantially
all of the merchant ships, were also heavily
engaged in the construction and repair of naval
In

some

respects, therefore, the analysis

deals with the commercial shipyards as a whole

rather than exclusively with work on merchant

which data were available on Japanese operated shipyards outside
of Japan proper, they are included. That material is confined to what was available in Japan
alter the end of the war and is therefore incomships.

plete.

To the extent

This

is

to

not a serious shortcoming so far

as the total picture

is

concerned, however, as

the ship production thus omitted
II.

production.

total ship
-.:-'

All references to years in this report are to

the

official

Japanese

fiscal

year beginning

1

April of the same calendar year unless otherwise specified in the context.
The primary source material for this report
is the collection of reports submitted by each
of 57 Japanese commercial shipyards to the
Bombing Survey in reply to the questionnaire,

Scope and Sources of the Report

ships.

have been a very small percentage of

is

SIIII'IH

known
II

to

l)l\(,

shown

in

of the

USSBS

Appendix 6, prepared by this section
and circulated to the shipyards
through the General Maritime Board of the
Transportation .Ministry. The answers from 50
of the yards were substantially complete. Other
important sources include one or more interrogation and inspection visits by members of the
section to 12 yards in different parts of Japan,

interrogations of and reports from the shipbuilding officials of the Transportation Ministry, the Navy Technical Bureau, the Ship-

and Mitsubishi
and copies of plans and
studies made by the Navy Technical Bureau
building

Heavy

Control

Association

Industries,

during the war.
This repent was prepared under the supervision of Lt. James C. Pettee, USNR, with the
assistance of Mr. Norman F. Strachan from the
U. S. Maritime Service, Lt. (jg) Robert H.
Stern, USNR and 1st Lt. Theodore J. Lettes,

AUS.
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declined considerably.

During the

Degree of Maritime Self-Sumciency

sufficiency

Japan became an important maritime nation
during the first world war when she was called
upon to carry as large a share of trade in the
Pacific as possible and to construct the ships
required for that purpose. Merchant shipbuild-

however, she began to regain it and by
1937 Japan carried more than half of her own
foreign trade and all of her coastwise, Korean,
Manchurian. and Formosan traffic. The fraction of her overseas trade in her own bottoms
increased steadily to about two-thirds at the
outbreak of the recent war, at which time at

ing activity so increased in that period that in

1920 Japanese merchant tonnage afloat had

thirties,

increased more than 600,000 tons over 1919.
During the entire war period Japan had nearly

least three-fourths of the six million tons afloat

tonnage afloat with ships constructed in her own shipyards At the end of
the war her flag was carried on about 3 million
tons of shipping and she carried about fourfifths of her own greatly expanded overseas
trade. During the twenties, overseas trade re
vived from the postwar recession while ship
construction dwindled materially with the result that the degree of Japan's maritime self-

Japan's tanker position before the recent war

doubled

her

was Japanese

was

built.

in sharp contrast to the degree of over-all
maritime self-sufficiency indicated above. Up
to the outbreak of hostilities, she relied heavily
on foreign tankers for oil imports. At the time
of Pearl Harbor, she had only about 400,000
tons of tankers afloat of which she had delivered about 60 percent from her own yards in
the 6 years, 1934 through 1939.

yards.

Rate of Ship Construction

Total ship tonnage delivered from Japanese

yards dwindled from approximately (ioo.ooo
tuns annually during the first war to 20,000 or
:?(). (iimi tons annually during must
of the twenluring the depression in the early thirties,
the government offered subsidies for new conties.

I

providing equivalent over-aged tonnage was scrapped. As a result, deliveries
reached 85,000 tons in 1931 and averaged more
than 100,000 tons annually during the succeed-

struction

ing

-I

years.

With the increased commercial and military
activity in Manchuria and Korea during the
middle thirties, new merchant tonnage deliveries increased rapidly until 1937, the year of

the China incident,

when

deliveries exceeded

440,000 tons. Although the demand for shipping continued to rise as a result of both the
military operations in China and the increased
industrial production in Japan in support of
those operations, merchant ship tonnage deliveries declined steadily after 1937 to 238,000

tons

in

1941.

A summary

of merchant shipping

1931 to 15 August
1 January
1945 classified by type and by fiscal year of
delivery is given in Appendix 2.

delivered from

factors Limiting

The

Prewar Construction

principal cause for the decline in produc-

tion from 1937 to 1941 was the diversion of
more and more shipyard capacity into the construction of naval ships. Between 1938 and
1943 one battleship, six aircraft carriers and
five cruisers

were

Ill

built in the

commercial ship-

ing in

War Economy
merchant shipbuildthe economy of Japan increased mate-

relative position of

rially during the war, especially during 1943
and 1944. In 1942 the value of the merchant
shipping produced had increased to 9 percent
of the total production of private producers
capital goods. In 1943 and 1944 these ratios
were 16 and 14 percent, respectively. The relative share of workers in the commercial shipyards increased more or less steadily throughout the war and in June- of 1944 included 8.9
percent of the total engaged in manufacturing.

In point of

L935 through 1937 the value of

the ensuing period of heavy naval construction
the division became 56 percent merchant and
44 percent naval.
It was not until 1942 that the gradual rate of

yard expansion was enough to permit an increase in the merchant tonnage delivered despite the completion of the heavy naval construction program. Throughout the period 1935
to 1942 the total floor space and total length
of building ways increased gradually. In no
year, however, did the annual increase amount
to 15 percent and the average annual increase
was 8.2 percent and 8-1 percent for floor space

Of the total inspace developed during this
period, 56 percent was in the 11 commercial
shipyards, which yards did over 90 percent of
the naval ship construction.

and way length
crease

in

respectively.

floor

Position of Shipbuilding in the Peacetime

The shipbuilding industry

number

of workers, shipbuilding in

the commercial yards had

moved up from tenth

Economy

constituted an im-

portant part of the Japanese peacetime economy. In 1935 and 1937 the commercial shipyards employed, respectively, 2.3 percent and
3.1 percent of the workers employed in all
manufacturing. The value of the merchant
ships produced in the years immediately preceding the war was between 5 and 6 percent of
the total production of private producers'
capital goods, including all expansion in plants

and equipment.

THE SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY DURING THE

Position of Shipbuilding in the

The

From

work done on ships delivered from the commercial yards was divided 05 percent for merchant
ships and 35 percent for naval ships. During

WAR

the principal categories of manufacturing in 1930 to third in June 1944, being exceeded on the latter date only by aircraft and

among

ordnance.
Concentration

in

Number and

Size of Shipbuilding

Establishments

Substantially all work on merchant ships,
both construction, repair and conversion, was
done in commercial shipyards. Naval ship construction and repair was divided between the

commercial shipyards and the five navy yards
Many of the commercial yards in
in Japan.
Japan carry integration of shipbuilding process
to a high degree by manufacturing a large pro-

:

portion of the ship components used in the yard.
Hence, a very considerable proportion of the
production of components, including ships enis found in the commercial yards.
Data are at hand for 57 individual shipyards
that were producing or repairing steel ships
over 100 tons during the war. Although several
were commonly owned and operated by large
industrial interests such as Mitsubishi and
Hitachi, each operating yard is considered separately here. When the wartime total of work
of all kinds on ships is measured by the excess
of the final value of the work over and above

gines,

the cost of materials, the 57 yards fall into 6

The 12 shipyards

in the

3 classes are considered to be the

major

distinct size classes.
first

shipyards of Japan and the remainder to be
minor. The six classes are constituted as
follows

CUm

DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCTION AND FACILITIES AMONG
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important group of middle class producers in
In the production of merchant ship
engines, however, the production of the 10
most important producers after the first 5
amounted to only about 20 percent of total
production. The remaining 5 percent of naval
those lines.

construction was scattered among 12 establishments, while the remaining 20 percent of proin the other lines was divided among
ship-repair establishments, 38 merchant ship

duction
2'.»

producers and 59 producers of ships engines.
Naval ship production was the most highly
concentrated phase of shipbuilding. Provision
of merchant ship engines was highly concentrated in a few large producers but with a
significant balance widely dispersed. Merchant
ship production and ship repair and conversion
work presented less concentration in the large
producers but also less dispersion among small
producers.
The extent of common ownership of the
various shipyards represents a considerable
degree of combination within the industry.
Owners of more than one yard and the portion
of total wartime production controlled by each

were as follows

Owner

cialization in tne commercial shipyards among
these three lines of final production is given in

Table

As an example in interpreting the
were 4 major yards in which the

2.

table, there

value added in the construction of merchant
ships ranged between 50 and 70 percent of the
lines of ship work in
total value added in all
:'>

The

the respective yards.

nage delivered by

amounted

all

total

merchant ton-

9 shipyards in that range

to 22:2 percent of the total

wartime

merchant tonnage delivered.
Table
ihi

'.<

2.

of

commercial shipyards and

ii

..;

by

sation

'/

prod

yards
the

i

in

Ihi

principal lines

nit,

-

Merohsi

Small minor
(

%

nr.l-

|i*lnliiit

.

i

'

tonnage delivered
Naval ahipcoruti

Number

of .hi]

Majoi

distribution "f naval ton.1

fr

spi ciali<>i

final

Bureau

the

in

summer

the original

fied

official

of 1942 thai unit modi-

schedule by discontinu-

C, F. and K and substituting type
Extensive changes in specifications
of th<' six remaining types called for more
angular styling of the hull to facilitate produc-

ing types

TE

!'•.

for TS.

tion as well as weaker construction; for example, wider spacing for members and elimination of double bottoms, and lighter engines
tn conserve materials and facilitate production.
Significant sacrifice in speed and durability was
made in the interest of increased production.
The great bulk of wartime ship construction
was liuili according to the specifications of this

program.

Navy Technical Bu-

the end nf 1944 the

By
reau

established

a

new

of

set

ship

designs

and increasing
the size of the engine. The change was intended
t<>
improve the ships' chances of eluding submarines even if the rate of construction were
reduced. Tlie program to which the respective
improving the

came

prefixing

to the

2,

or

•".

to be

the hull type; for example,

designated bj
designating

letters

2TL

is

the 1.0,000-

ton tanker Unit according to the specifications

Navy Technical Bureau's original program. The particulars on each of the standard
of the

type ships i- given in Appendix :!.
The establishment of a limited number of
Btandard type- of ships resulted in most ship-

reduction of the variety of ships

in the

yards

any one period of time and therebj
introduced a degree of specialization within the
function of merchant construction. The degree
to which the various shipyards confined their
merchant ship construction effort to a few or
even to one type of ship corresponded closely
buill

in

to the

degree of specialization,

in

the respective

yards, in merchant ship construction as against
Hie other lin<
of ship work. The higher order

concerning the number of ship
during the war was. like the other,

of specialization
built

carried

much further

in the

new yards.

For purposes of measuring specialization
type of -hip

between
hull

tin-

built, differentiation

basic hull types.

types, such as

As and

is

made

bj

only

Some
Es,

of the cargo
were finished

and at other times some tanker types
such as TLs and T.Ms were finished as cargo
as tankers

These variations and the different pronot counted as distinctypes.
Ships built during the war. but

ships.

gram designations are
tive

721366
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and 10.000 tons. Fishtugs and miscellaneous vessels, such
as dredges and power derricks, make 3 more

2,000. 3,000, 5,000, 7.500

ing

\i

ssels,

general types, giving a total of 24 categories
into which ships' hulls may be classified. Inas-

much

as many of the nonstandard types were
similar to and predecessors of various standardized types, nonstandard ships of the same

tonnage class as standard ships built in the
not counted as a separate type.
In terms of the foregoing classification of
ships hulls, the degree of specialization by type
during the war is indicated in the following

same yard are

schedule:

lines of the hull

ship types belonged
1,

before the final standardized program got under way, may be typed roughly according to a
scale of S tonnage classes divided at 500, 1000,

Diffcrentlhuirtypea buill

OF MERCHANT TONNAGE DELIVERED DURING THE
WAR AMONG SHIPYARDS ACCORDING TO THE ACE AND DEGREE
OF SPECIALIZATION IN THE YARD

DISTRIBUTION

•Vj

specialization but also went far in a

The other large producers of merchant ships
were old yards, simultaneously and heavily engaged in naval ship construction or ship repair
and conversion work. Furthermore, their merchant ship building efforts were spread anion}?
five

or

more types

of ships.

Technological Methods

The older shipyards
from

of

Japan

built ships

much

up

keel

building ways.

The few

places in

Among

either on

The Koyogijima yard was the only yard
made any
fundamental departure from the traditional
shipbuilding procedures. The principal feature
of its reconstruction beginning in 1940 was the
building ships over 1,000 tons which

building of a large graving dock capable of
handling two A-type ships abreast in three
different stages of construction, each stage
being in separate compartments. In the use
of block preassembly, welding and other modern techniques the Koyagijima yard did not differ materially

include a similar building dock for A-type ships
but was started too late (1944) to be brought
into volume production before the end of the
war. The failure to build or rebuild other large
ship producing yards before the war or in its

lack

a syste-

work pracHence, there was an inevit-

variations, in

to

many

time resulting

in

early stages

reflects

a

lack

of

technological

imagination on the part of Japanese shipbuilders and policy makers. This may have been
partially due to the preoccupation of most of
the leading shipbuilders with the heavy naval
construction program.
Welding was not highly developed in Japanese shipbuilding. Even in the few yards pro-

erratic

of the yards, in the building

time required for different ships of the same
or similar type.

The shipyards which had been

from the other major yards. The
at Hitachi was designed to

Kanagawa yard

able preoccupation with this or that particular

from time

producers of the 880-ton E-type

building 115 ships, while the other 3 yards took
an average of 34, 37, and 67 days to build 163,
154 and 136 ships, respectively.

matic, smooth, controlled flow of

ship

or in drydocks and employed

position techniques averaged 90 days each in

plete

tically impossible.

Instead of

ship which employed the conventional single-

These means of expanding

made

advantages

dicated by the fact that the one of the four

acreage for the yards were too expensive for
peacetime purposes and too slow for wartime
demands, hence most of the expansion undertaken in the old yards either increased the
congestion in the old area or was still incom-

of specialization in the old yards

rails

large scale

Japan where consid-

when the war ended.
Taken together, the congestion and the

full

block preassembly at least to some degree. The
advantage of the use of these techniques is in-

in the older yards, therefore, en-

involved.

yards, the

modern ship-building procedures.

tailed either the creation of filled land in
shallow sections of water front or the encroachment on adjacent industrial properties for the
yards on the large city water fronts, whereas
for other yards excavation and tunneling of

was

the new

the conventional piecemeal construction on
single-position building ways, four of these new
yards built their ships in multiposition stages

flat area is adjacent to protected deep
water are occupied by cities. Such expansion as

hills

reconstruction was started in 1940,

most nearly realized by the yards employing

erable

was managed

its

of planned layout and high specialization were

These older yards were almost invariably
congested and not well organized for a smooth
flow of production. Their growth had been
piecemeal, hence, did not conform well to any
systematic layout plan. The old yards, furthermore, were almost invariably seriously overcrowded. Good sites for shipyards, expanses of
low tlat land alongside deep water, are comparatively limited in Japan because of the
preponderance of rugged terrain along the
coasts.

as

time was available for considerable hill cutting
and tunneling for its new facilities.

on conventional end-launching'
.Material was designed and fabricated in the usual assortment of plate shops,
boiler shops, forge shops, machine shops, carpenter shops, pattern shops, etc. The yards
that built their own ships engines were equipped
with larger machine shops for the purpose.
tin-

nig the

handicap of congestion. The four E-ship builders were designed as complete operating units
before ground was broken and sites were selected that provided adequate ground space
from the outset. The Koyogijima yard had the
usual rugged terrain to contend with, but inas-

built or re-

during or immediately before the war not
only held the advantage of a high degree of
built
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EXPANSION OF COMMERCIAL SHIPYARDS DURING THE WAR
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by allied air attacks. Exact data an not availhe expana considerable portion of
sion in floor space, especially in the older larger

ducing the E-type ships the use of welding
varied from 50 to To percenl of all seams and
connections. For the larger type ships in the
large yards the percentage of welding ranged
from 10 to l"> percent, was generally about 30
percent. Only the simplest types of welding
were attempted. Large sect inns were always

able, but

yards, was in the form of dormitories and mess
halls for the large number of conscripted laborers brought in to the shipyards

buildings were

riveted to avoid locked-in .-tresses.
1

icpansioo and Changes During the

during the war.

In the older yards most of the increase in plant

making

War

new machine shops and engine

facilities.

Centralization of Control

The Japanese delayed any important expancommercial shipyards for more
than a year after the outbreak of the war. The

Before the war there was little direct government control of shipbuilding. Subsidization
of ship construction and of the operating ship
lines which ordered the new ships gave the
government only an indirect voice in the shipbuilding program. When war broke out the
.Ministry of Transport and Communications,
which had jurisdiction of shipbuilding inspection and repair, established over-all shipbuild-

sion of their

industry increased by about one-third in 1943,
however, and substantia] new construction continued to the end of the war.

The extent to which the wartime expansion
was accomplished by the construction of new
yards as against the expansion of old yards is
best indicated by the distribution between them
of the increase in floor space and average employment. Of the new floor space built between
31 March 1942 and lo August 1945, 39 percent
was built in new yards started during or after
1940. The other 61 percent was built in the
older yards. The difference between the average
monthly employment in the fiscal year 1941 and
that of the wartime portion of the fiscal year
1945 was divided 28 percent in the new yards
and 72 percent in the old yards. Roughly onethird of the increase in the dedication of the
whole economy to commercial shipyards took
the form of altogether new yards. The balance
went into the enlargement and strengthening
of the old yards.
The trends of total floor space under cover,
of total length of shipbuilding ways and of
average employment from time to time give
together a fair indication of the trend of production capacity. Chart 5, page 14, shows the
totals of the first two of these items as of the
end of each fiseal year during the war and
-how- average monthly employment for each
fiscal year. The chart shows the distribution in
each instance between the old yards and the
new yards which include all yards and construction of which was commenced during 1940 or
thereafter. There were 15 such yards distributed 5 each in (Masse- 1. :>. ami 6.
The Moor space represented on Chart 5 is the
total floor space constructed by the Japanese
does not reflect
less that removed by them.
It
the amount of floor space damaged or destroyed

ing plans covering the scheduled production for
shipyards. In the period between the begin-

all

ning of the

war and

the end of March, four
what each ship-

different schedules indicating

yard was expected to build were issued from
time to time. The fourth one, dated 25 March
1942, was the first to be issued after the adoption of the first standardized ship program and
was, therefore, the first plan to include standardized ships.
To facilitate control of matters related to
shipbuilding, the Transport and

Communica-

and
Repair Control Association (Toseikai) in January of 1942. It included all important shipbuilders, engine-makers, auxiliary and fittings
makers, and associations of wooden shipbuilding yards and of small components manufacturers. The association administered the scheduling of ship repairs, and for new construction
acted as a clearing house between the government and the industry in maintaining schedules,
fixing prices, standardizing specifications for
ships and components and procuring components and labor.
Contracts with the shipyards for new ships
were made through the wholly-owned government Industrial Equipment Corporation which
tions Ministry established the Shipbuilding

in

turn sold the ships to the ship operators to

whom
ment.

they had been allocated by the governThe sale of the ships was at the sched-

uled standard cost established for

ship types.
15

all standard
Shipyards were indemnified by the

Equipment Corporation for allowable costs incurred in excess of the standard.
By summer of 1942 it became apparent that
progress in merchant ship construction was
For several years the navy had
inadequate.
engaged a progressively greater proportion of
the shipbuilding capacity for its own building
program. Both the army and navy took increasingly larger shares of the available raw
materials and labor force leaving progressively
less for merchant ship construction. And the
program established by the Communications
Ministry involved too many types and was too
loosely administered to accomplish even the
best results possible under the circumstances.
In July 1942, responsibility for the construction of steel ships of more than 50 meters in
length was therefore transferred to the navy
department, where a merchant ship section was
under the Navy Technical Bureau
(Konsei Hombu). The authority and respon-

created
sibility

for

raw materials among

allocating

shipyards was also vested
responsibility

for

all

in

steel

the Bureau. Later,
ship construction.

repair and inspection was transferred to the
Navy. The Navy Ministry was further directed
to assist the Communications Ministry in the

procurement of engines for the wooden ships,
the construction of which remained under the
jurisdiction of the Communications Ministry
throughout the war.

Wooden Ship

Construction

marked contrast

to the shipyards building
there were literally hundreds of
small widely dispersed shipyards participating

In

ships,

steel

in the
I'lir

wooden ship construction program.
largest wooden shipyards in all Japan

had 32. 29, and 25 building ways, respectively.
Together these amount to less than 4 percent
of all the wooden shipbuilding ways in Japan.

The absence of concentration is further indicated by the following tabulation:

portion of the workmen were new
ip work,
systematic instruction in the construction of
the standard types was undertaken by the Min-

building yards resulted automatically in a high
of specialization as to type of ship pro-

i

•

duced

The techniques were
were simple enough to
of the average Japanese car-

a given yard.

in

entirely traditional and

be

\\

ithin the skill

istry
of C
tunication and Transportation
which had the over-all administrative responsibility tor wooden ship construction through the

penter, which is generally Rood.
As a large
proportion of the yards and an even larger pro-

niMwnsoN

i\.

mm

war.

miiimh ii.ding indi'siry
ated steadily up to and after the outbreak of
the war. The shift to a total war economy was

Shipping Needs

The wartime demand on shipyards for new

not

merchant ship tonnage depends on the prospect
the tonnage afloat can, in the forseeable

future, meet the

demand

The prospective adequacy depends on
amount of tonnage afloat, prospeclosses, and the average ship performance
lie

tonnage required to sustain the Greater East
Asia Co-prosperity economy at various assumed levels and under various assumed war
circumstances would require quantitative estimates of shipping needs which are beyond the
scope of this paper. It may be said, however,
that in view of the great increase in the demands for shipping with the advent of war. the
adequacy of the Japanese merchant marine on
Pearl Harbor Day (including subsequent seizures and captures) to meet the demand for
shipping is doubtful.
It
has already been
pointed out that conversion to a total, war economy, entailed increased demands for shipping,
continued into 1943. Not until Japan gained
the extremely questionable advantage of shortened trip distances by being cut off from the
southern regions was there any appreciable
reduction in the economic demand for shipping.
Not until she ceased to attempt the defense of
outlying islands was there an appreciable

expected under forseeable operating

conditions taking into account the capabilities
and condition of the ships, the necessity for

convoying, circuitous routing, and similar matters.
The prospective demand for overseas
transportation is twofold. To the extent that
military operations are overseas, initial movements and supply maintenance must be provided by shipping. To the extent that the civilian

economy

each separate land mass

in

self-sufficient, either for its

is

not

own maintenance

or

war production, raw materials
and processed goods must be shipped.
The
demand for shipping on the part of both milifor the required

tary and civilian requirements depends not only
on the tonnage of such traffic but also the dis-

tances involved.

The heavy demand for
Japanese were prosecuting
in the Solomons and the
brought out in the report of
sis

shipping when the
aggressive warfare
Central Pacific is
the Military Analy-

decrease in the military demand.
Shipping Available

The utter lack of
home economy in Japan

Section of the Survey.

self-sufficiency of the

proper

in

such

Practically every one of the

carrying capacity except new construction operated negatively for the Japanese throughout
the course of the war. Sinkings took progressively higher percentages of her tonnage afloat;
time-consuming defense practices such as traveling in convoy, circuitous routing, and traveling only at night became more and more essen-

brought out in the report
of the Transportation Section of the Survey.
Afl Japan moved from a peacetime to a wartime
is

economy her relative lack of self-sufficiency in
the home islands increased because the shift
increased

mand

the

relative

for precisely

importance of the deraw materials which

the

tial;

she lacked at home.

The

shift

dynamic factors

affecting the availability of ton-mile overseas

vital respects as coal, iron, oil,

bauxite, and food

until 1943.
Hence on this
was an ever increasing de-

for shipping from 1937 through 1943.
The preparation of an estimate of the ship

the existing
that can

realized

mand

for overseas transpor-

tation.

ti\e

fully

score alone, there

that

the condition of the ships deteriorated as

a result of heavy usage and undermaintenance;

toward a wartime economy began
in 1937 and acceler-

and as the composition of the merchant marine
changed with the slower, less seaworthy war-

with the China incident

17

time standard types partially replacing prewar
average capabilities of the existing
tonnage declined.

ships, the

Data are not at hand to afford estimates of
the ton-mile overseas cargo carrying capacity
of the Japanese merchant marine from time to
time during the war.
However, the analysis
in Table 3, page 18, of a principal factor in that
capacity
the over-all operable tonnage available from time to time
shows the relative
importance of new ship construction in the
effort of the Japanese to maintain a merchant

—

marine
I'miik
tit,-

:;.

—

in operation.

-Changes by

iniiil

of

operabU

fiscal

years liming

I

chant shipping over SOO gross tons

flu-

war
1

in

mer-

Fortunately for the Japanese petroleum posion tankers was slow
in developing in spite of the preference of all
hands for tanker targets. Actually the Allied
forces thought they were sinking tankers. Perhaps thej were somewhat misled by the fad
tion, effective Allied attack

that all of the

wartime standard ships, cargo
were of the stacks aft design

a- well as tanker,

generally considered characteristic of tankers
only.

A- the volume of freight increased on the
.Japanese railroads the demand for railroad
ear ferry service increased, especially on the

construction

of

small

rose

fishing

accordingly.
Diversionar)

Demands

tor

Naval Construction

Mention has already been made of the limitation of the construction of merchant ship
tonnage in the early stages of the war imposed
by the large amount of heavy naval ship construction done in the commercial yards through
1942. Keels were laid in the commercial yards
for the battleship Musashi, six aircraft carriers, and three cruisers from time to time
during the 4 years preceding the war. Two of
In
cruisers were delivered in 1940, two carriers and one cruiser were completed before
the war in 1941, the battleship and two carriers
were delivered in 1942, and two carriers in
1943. Three large carriers were started during
the war, in October 1942, April and July 1943,
i

Hakodate-Aomori run connecting Hokkaido
As this service was vital for
and Honshu.
the import of food and coal for Honshu, the

demand

on these facilities grew steadily
throughout the war and made the construction

of additional ferries urgent.

Even

in

peacetime the Japanese had always

made considerable use
than

500 gross tons

of small vessels of less

— both

steel

and

Such vessels were used extensively

wood.

in the all-

coastwise trade, especially in the
Inland Sea. and made up a substantial proportion of the large Japanese fishing fleet.

importanl

During the war new demands
craft materialized rapidly.

A

for these small
considerable part

of the larger ship tonnage previously

engaged

coastwise trade in Japan was diverted to
At first most of the traffic
eas traffic.
they had handled was transferred to the railin

roads.

As the

tion point, the
tities

of

small

railroads approached the satura-

demand arose
vessels,

for large quan-

particularly

auxiliary

powered wooden sailing ships traveling either
separately or in tows.

Many

of the better pre-

small vessels were themselves requisitioned
by the armed forces for use in conducting the
island warfare in the south and central Pacific.
in
ie air attack on shipping became felt

war

home waters, the advantages of small vessels in
being a more dispersed target and being less
likely to explode mines increased the premium
on the use of this type of shipping and increased
the

demand

for their construction.

Certain special types of small vessels also
were needed urgently. New tugs, both for use
of the military and for handling the increased
volumes of port activity throughout greater
When
Ka-t Asia, were needed continuously.
fond import- became seriously impaired in the
latter phases of the war the premium on the

respectively.

The

first

was delivered

in

August

1944 and the other two never were completed.
Three more carriers were on the schedule of
the first of
the Nagasaki-Mitsubishi yard
which was to be started in October 1943 but
all three were canceled. The great bulk of the
heavy naval ship construction program for the
commercial yards was carried over from the
years immediately preceding the outbreak of
the war. Not until after July 1943, however,
did the navy cease to order large ships from the
commercial yards.
Three commercial yards were involved in

—

The

battleship

built at the

Nagasaki

the construction of these ships.

and

five carriers

were

—

yard, four carriers at the Kobe-Kawasaki yard

and the cruisers at the Yokohama-Mitsubishi
yard. The existence of a substantial diversionary effect of this heavy naval ship construction
is shown by the comparison of the merchant
tonnage production of these three yards with
the production of all other commercial yards
in operation throughout the same period.

was diverted without the construction of compensating new merchant shipbuilding capacity
does, however, manifest a preoccupation on the
part of the navy with its own expansion program.

the

optimum balance

fleet

units in 1942 the dislacement ton-

stall

breakdowns and maintain operating

ciency

81,000 tons in the fiscal year 1943. The principal items in the latter year were coast defense ships (22.000 tons), destroyers (19,000

that maintenance

tons) and submarines (17,000 tons). In 1944
the production of destroyers in the commercial
yards declined somewhat, while submarine pro-

The greal increase in the
tonnage of combatant ships (MS.ooo tons total
in
1044) came in the coast defense vessels;
82,001) tons of tlii- class of ship were delivered
from the commercial yards.

duction increased.

Of the L69 coasl defense ships built by the
Japanese during the war. 154 or 91 percent
were built by the commercial yards. While 11
commercial yards participated in this program,
80 percent of the total produced in commercial
yards came from major yards simultaneously
building A -type cargo ships or Tl.-i j pe tankers.
The choice lay between building more merchant
tonnage or sacrificing thai and building more
of these Kaibokan with the hope of keeping
existing merchant tonnage afloat No available
evaluation of their effectiveness is sufficiently
specific to permit an estimate of the tonnage of

merchant shipping saved by these ships. As an
antisubmarine weapon their speed (16.5 to L9
knots) was low and their durability had its
limitation. During 1944 the Kaibokan construction schedule for several yards was curtailed or
canceled and destroyers scheduled in their place.

Demand

for

Merchant Ship Repairs

many of the same
new construction, the

ship repairs require

facilities

and

demands

for those service's as well as the de-

mand

in

the

of the inclusion of routine maintenance to fore-

nage of combatant naval ships delivered from
the commercial yards receded from 149,000 to

As

of effort shifts

direction of greater effort on repair by virtue

With the conclusion of most of the work on
large

parative cost of putting an existing ship that is
up back into service as against building a
new one in its place. In the long run, however,

laid

skills

as

for naval ship construction are largely

competitive for available capacity. Unlike naval
ship construction however, the demand for merchant ship repairs stems directly from the same

need that constitutes the demand for new merchant construction, namely, the demand for
overseas transportation.
The proper balance between new construction
and ship repair is, in short run, one of the com-

in

addition

to

mobilized ships back into service.
is

effi-

putting completely im-

The

a long run provision

fact

and

can be postponed means that a merchant marine may borrow on its future by letting maintenance go over longer periods or indefinitely.
Data are not available to show what the prevailing conditions

of

the

Japanese merchant

marine, and hence the real need for repairs,
were from time to time during the war. All

Japanese sources, however, report that maintenance was consistently postponed throughout
the

war

resulting in

progressively

increasing

breakdowns and forced lay-ups as the war proThe economy of design and rapidity
gressed.
of const ruction of the wartime standard type
ship.- resulted in a

higher over-all rate of struc-

and engine breakdowns as these
-hip- become more numerous.
Battle damage

tural failure-

Could I"' expected to increase in proportion to
the intensity of the over-all attack on shipping.

When mines become
weapon

a

major

antishipping

of the Allied attack a greal increase in

was inevitable.
The Japanese were compelled to do more ship
repairing than they planned. The estimate of
the Naval Technical Bureau of the tonnage that
would lie in for repair during 101". was raised
the repair requirements

from 1,700,000 tons to 7.200,000 tons for the
shipyards in Japan. Estimates for 194:? anil
1944 compare with the actual tonnage reported
by the shipyards as follows:

The progressive increase in the percentage
that was laid up for repair
from time to time indicates the over-all effecl
of tonnage afloat

of the policy of deferring

maintenance

early stages of the war. the decline
[uality of the

in

in

the

the aver-

merchant marine, and, par-

ticularly at the end, the effecl of battle

damage

and general demoralization.
The percentage
relationship of tonnage laid up to tonnage afloal
nil the dates shown inTable 3, page is are listed
below. The shipping cut <>fT in the smith amounting to 184,000 tons on both 1945 dates is deducted fn m both the tonnage afloat and tonnage laid up before the relationships are computed for those dates.
7

December

1941

PLANNED AND ACTUAL MONTHLY AVERAGE RATE
OF DELIVERIES OF TANKERS AND OTHER
MERCHANT SHIPS BY FISCAL YEARS

plans were made.

different ship types in the various plans

Bui for reasons which will
its peak

and

in

be examined later, production even a1

the actual production

was considerably below the scheduled volume.
The third failure of the Japanese was the
precipitous decline in production in 1945, which
came with the general decline and demoraliza-

summarizes the evolution of the importance of
the various types and, to a limited extent, retheir relative performance in meeting

Plans for 1944 made in the early
years reflect the relative emphasis on the various types then under construction except that
tandard ships, having been completed, have
disappeared from the schedules for 1944. Since
the wartime production peak was passed during
1944, the comparison of actual production to
lieak level schedules point out the ship types in
which hopes and disappointments were great-

schedules.

all

year.

Representing as
Japanese planners

dors

the effort of the
adjust merchant ship
production schedules to the decelerating pace of
Japanese industry, the plan of April 1945 is of
peculiar interest.
The plan covered only the

first

!i

months of

it

to

fiscal

1945.

The annual tonnage planned for each
standard type ship from time to time for the
fiscal year 1944 and the tonnage of each type
actually delivered in that year are shown in
Chart 7, page 24.
The evolution shown on Chart 7 involves
three major changes in planning. The con! rast
between the 1942 and 1943 plans represents
the shift from the first to the second programs
of standard ship design. Cargo types B, C and
F, the ore carrier type K and tanker type TS
virtually disappear.
These reductions are offset by a great expansion in type E, the initiation of type TE and important increases in
types D and TL. The most dramatic increase
occured in type A which accounted for almost
est.

All previous plans

had covered at least a year in advance; some
had covered four. Also unlike the others, this
plan set up two different goals. A "primary"
goal of 567,000 tons was scheduled for approximate completion in 6 months. The completion
of this program was considered absolutely essential.
A "secondary" goal of 666,000 tons
represented the continuation of the schedules
through most of the first 9 months of the fiscal
This objective was to be achieved if
year.
materials were available.
The comparison of
the actual average monthly rate of production
en 1 April and 15 August 1945 with the
corresponding rate scheduled in the April plan
shows deliveries for the period to have been
less than half the amount scheduled.
Tanker deliveries appear to have done better
at meeting schedules than other types of merchant ships. The apparent superiority reflects
the higher priority assigned to tankers from

amount of the over-all increase inspired by the realization that rapid ship construction was imperative.
the entire

The changes in the plans from March 194.">
through April 1944 reveal that during the
period in which production was expanding the
hoped for continued increases were pinned
primarily on types A, TL, and E and in that
order.
In April of 1944, the Japanese were
calling on their new E-type producers and the
large shipyards making As and TLs to produce
at unprecedented production rates possible only
with all yards, including the two new A-type
producers Hiroshima - Mitsubishi and Kanagawa-Hitachi, operating at their maximum

December 1942 to January 1945. The priority
was implemented by the assignment of tanker
construction to what were considered the most
reliable shipyards and when production began
to lag, previously scheduled

cargo ship produc-

was rescheduled for completion as tankers.
The effect of the decision in January 1945 to

tion

discontinue tanker production because of the
impossibility of continuing traffic with the
southern region is shown by the plans for 1945

with uninterrupted flow of raw materials, especially steel.

announced in February and April 1945 and
completely confirmed by the fact that no tanker
tonnage

at all

was delivered

in

The plan of August 1944 represents an admission of the failure of the ambitious program
scheduled in the previous plan. All types are
reduced somewhat, but 61 percent of the cutback is in the A-type tonnage. The continued

1945.

Planned and Actual Deliveries by Standard
Ship Type

Comparison of the
721266

ear 1944

flects

Japanese industry. That the failure
was much worse than had been anticipated is
shown by a comparison of the production plan
of April 1945 with actual production in that
tion of

for the fiscal

urgency of the need

relative importance of the

47—5
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felt for

tankers

is

mani-

PLANNED AND ACTUAL TOTAL ANNUAL PRODUCTION BY
STANDARD SHIP TYPES FOR THE FISCAL YEAR 1944

LEGEND
AND TONNAGE

SHIP TYPE

TANKER TYPES
TE

833

GRT

TS

1020

GRT

a TM
Q TA

2820

GRT

6860

GRT

000

GRT

BS TL

10

ORY CARGO TYPES

CD

5

K

300

GRT

530

GRT

880

GRT

300

GRT

2700

GRT

4500

GRT

6880

GRT

2

* SPECIALTY TYPES
(TRANSPORT TYPE M
9700 GRT AND RAILROAD CAR FERRY TYPE

W

US

2

850

GRT)
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fested by the fact that in spite of the large
cut-back in A-type hulls. 26 percent of the
A-type ships scheduled in August were to be

Similarly, in spite of an

finished as tankers.

is percenl reduction in all type E's, the

number

tanker-type TE is increased.
The decision in January 1945 to cancel the
tanker construction program resulted in a
rapidly declining rate of tanker delivery in the

tn be finished as

Hence, a comparison among types of the degrees to which
they achieved scheduled production must omit
The percentage by which threethat period.
fourths of the annual production scheduled in
last

quarter of the

the August plan

quarter of the
is

shown

in

fiscal

was met

year.

at the

year 1944

fiscal

end of the third

CM

Dec. 1944)

the following tabulation for ship

types involving more than 20.000 tons actual

production
ypes

in

that

period.

Tankrr types

:

:

/'. r,

TL
TA

A
I)

E

'.'-'

,

ill

67
.

58

TM

01

TE

99

As among the cargo types, the fact that the
poorest showing is made by type D is undoubtedly a reflection of the fact that this type
was produced in small numbers by a substanFifteen
tial number of tin- larger minor yards.
different yards built type I) ships, no one of

which delivered more than 15 ships of this type
during the entire war.
The Matsunoura-Harima yard, which built
of the type TE ships, not only did better
than the "> type E cargo ship builders in point
of keeping up to schedule, but also produced
L16 -hips in fiscal 1944, while the other yards
were producing 111. 82. and 71 ships, respectively.
The construction of E-type tankers had
been assigned to the best yard. Similarly the
construction of type TM, approximately the
same size ship as cargo type D, had been assigned almost exclusively to major yards
hence the superior performance.
'flu- failure of type TL production to exceed
two-thirds the volume scheduled in August,
while type A cargo came within 93 percent of
schedule, reflects the desperate tanker position
the Japanese found themselves during this
period.
That they felt the position to be desperate is confirmed by the decision in the
August plan to order a number of the scheduled
A-type ships completed as tankers. Two facall

—

onl ribute to

1

lie

apparent

r^i

in

per-

formance on TLs and A cargo si
The large tankers were assigned to (he four
most heavily equipped commercial yards in
Japan—Nagasaki and Yokohama yards of Mitsubishi, Kobe - Kawasaki and Aioi-Harima.
These yards were at the same time heavily engaged in the construction of naval ships and
other types of merchant ships.
Th.
major
yards which built 72 percent of the A-type
ships during the war. Kovagijima-Kawaminami, Tamano-Mitsui, and Kobe-Mitsubishi, concentrated much more exclusively on this one
type ship and hence were better able to meet
:;

their schedules.

The other factor contributing to the conmakes the difference in performance seem
more apparent than real.
Because of the
greater intensity in the demand for tankers
trast

throughout this period, the scheduled production of large tankers was raised much more
readily and was lowered much more reluctantly
than the schedules for the large cargo ships.
This is shown in the following relationships of
tonnages scheduled in the various plans for
types TL and A (cargo only) respectively:

ri

i

Ti-

co

—
construction than did steel ship production.
Plans for the wooden ship program were prepared 1 year at a time by the Communications
Ministry.
The first plan, announced in September 1942 for the remaining 7 months of the
oi'

fiscal

Table 4. Averagi monthly tonnagi nf planned and
act/ml production of powered and nonpowi
d wood* n
uessi Is by fiscal yi are during //<< war
i

HO J
r;tl

year, called for a substantial rate of pro-

amount actually produced was
The planned rate of production was

duction, but the

nominal.

Powered
Planned
al

M

ered craft

stepped-up considerably for 1942, but production was still very slow in getting underway.
In fact,
fiscal

was

it

was not

until the last

month

of the

year 1943 that the rate planned for 1942

attained.

By 1944

the need for shipping of any and

all

description had become so urgent that the rate
of planned production of wooden ships was

again increased and measures taken to step up
As the year adthe actual production rate.
vanced, however, the actual production rate
lagged, so an altered schedule was substituted

reducing the production rate by about oneActual
production
for
the
year
amounted to aboul 60 percent of the altered
fourth.

schedule.

By

April 1945 the need for small wooden
was, if possible, even more urgent.
Hence the original plan for 1945 called for

vessels

some

increase, especially in

nonpowered

craft.

over the altered rate for 19 1. As in the previous year, the original program had to be revised
downward, this time by one-half. Actual production was falling off even faster so that the
over-all performance both in absolute tonnage
and in relationship with the altered schedules
was lower in 1915 than in 1944.
1

The planned and actual rates of production
shown in Table 1. page -'>. are
given separately for the two classes of wooden
vessels and collectively for all such vessels as
a whole. The powered ships include all wooden
ships, whether cargo, tanker or fishing vessel
Nonequipped with some degree of power.
powered craft include sailing ships, barges,
for each year

lighters and special purpose craft without engines.

year

plan

The percent of scheduled production
shown in the table, gives a

actually produced,

measure of the difficulty encountered
production program.

in this

Planned
ml

AM

wooili-n
Planii.

Aotual
Percent

\

easels

kinds of ships.

The bulk of the increase of scheduled nonpowered production in L945 was in the provision
for 220,000 tons of sea-going lighters to be built
during the year as a part of the program to
increase the use of barge tows for the AomoriPracHakodate run and in the Inland Sea.

the

entire

cut-back

in

program

for 19

the

the

satisfactory

only

common

months of

keel laying

and delivery. The tonnages assigned in this
manner to each month, April 1941 through
August 1945, were totaled by standard ship
type or comparable class of nonstandard ships
and the total unit cost per ton, 1945 prices, for
each such class applied. The total of the re-

15.

powered wooden ships
under the entire wartime program,
304.000 tons were of the various standard cargo
ship classes.
About one-third was of the 250ton type, another third in the 100-ton type, onefifth in the 150-ton type, and the remainder in
one or another of the 4 other types. The 23,000
tons of wooden tankers were about equally divided among the 250-, 150-, and 100-ton types.
This distribution for both cargo and tanker
production prevailed generally throughout 1943,
19 I. and 1945.
The 645 tons of powered fishing vessels built entirely in late 1944 and 1945
were about equally divided between the 55-ton
and 19-ton types. Of all the kinds of powered
built

sulting input values for the ship types constituting each general ship classification

and

ships as a whole represents the monthly
economic input of merchant ship construction.
for

all

The monthly economic input devoted

to the

construction of cargo and ore carrier ships,
tankers, specialty and miscellaneous types, and
wooden ships, as well as for the over-all total
for

1

8,

new
page

is shown on Chart
Supporting data on yen value of

ship construction,
28.

input in the construction of various classes of

merchant ships and on ship repair and conversion together with index numbers based thereon are given in Appendix 5.

-hips, the construction of fishing vessels lagged

behind schedule the most.

The
in

For comparison with other
yen value as of a given price

struction, including the

the 328,000 tons of

Monthh Economic Input

providi

level

tonnage of nonpowered crafi prescribed

tered

effort,

denominator of the volume of production.
The computati
E monthly economic input
i- derived from the gross ton production of new
ships.
The gross tonnage completed of each
ship produced or under construction at the end
of the war was spread equally among the
months during which the ship was under con-

scheduled
in the
altered plan for 1945 was in the sea-going
Because of the extensive loss
lighter category.
of harbor lighters in the incendiary air attacks
the scheduled rate of construction of harbor
lighters was practically unchanged in the altically

war

lines of

Merchant Ship Con-

struction

scale of effort on

new

ship construction

months of the war did not

during the

first

materially

exceed that of -the preceeding

11

8

The significant increase in effort on
tankers was largely offset by the decrease in

The response of the shipbuilding industry to
the demands for new construction is reflected
immediately in the changes from month to
month in the yen value input expressed in 1945
prices classified according to the major categories of ship types.
Month to month input

months.

reflects changes in the scales of
both over-all and within the classifications and avoids the construction period time
lag contained in an analysis based only on ship
delivery.
The use of yen value expressed in

In the 15 months from October 1942 through
January 1944 the over-all scale of effort in-

passenger ship construction

in

the

Not

until

November

of 1942 did the expan-

sion in the shipbuilding effort begin in earnest.

immediately
effort

creased to six times the original. The rate of
increase was so great, particularly in tanker
and wooden ship construction, that the peakrecession production pattern at the end of the
fiscal year 1942, which is characteristic of most

terms of

a single price level reflects directly the
-hare of economic effort dedicated to each class
of ship and to shipbuilding as a whole.
For
comparison among ship classes, this reflection
is accomplished by the fact that the yen values

amount

included

specialty types on the chart.

lines

of Japanese government-controlled

duction,

was almost

pro-

entirely submerged.

The 162 million yen all-time peak in ship
construction effort, which occured in January
1944, is essentially a reflection of the all-time
peak effort in cargo ship construction which

weights accounting for the
differences in the economic requirements for
producing a gross ton of each of the various
to

27

MONTHLY YEN VALUE INPUT FOR PRINCIPAL CLASS
OF MERCHANT SHIP CONSTRUCTION APRIL 1941 - AUGUST, 1945
EXPRESSED IN 1945 PRICES
,
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reflected,

surge

established

rate achieved during the entire war from January through May of 1944. The portion of the
industry engaged in steel ship construction con-

the characteristic year-end
meel quotas and earn bonuses

turn,

in

in effort to

for the

fiscal

year.

As the

fiscal

tinued

year ended, the efforl on tankers continued to
increase at a pace sufficient in April to offsel
th.- usual
recession after the year-end rush.
The cargo ship efforl continued to decline
through May, June, and July of 1944 because of
diversion of more and mure effort into
tanker construction; keels for 11 of the 13
completed TA tankers were laid in those 3
The net decline from April to July
months.
the

the total steel ship construction effort

in

be attributed

t<>

maximum

its

level

of effort, except

for

due to shifts in type of ship built, through
October 1911.
While the over-all shipbuilding effort required only L5 months to increase to (3 time
its original size, during the 10-month period
following >ctoher 1944. it had fallen to between
one-twelfth and one-eleventh of the October
scale of effort.
The sharpest drop was from
February to March 1945, when tanker const nut ion
was virtually abandoned and cargo
losses

(

may

the interruptions and delays

From

arising from the shifts

construction took

from cargo

March to the end of the war, effort was little
more than nominal in any line but cargo ships.
Even in that line the rate of decline indicated

in production program
After the effort
tanker types.
on tanker- reached its peak in July, it tapered
off gradually during the ensuing three months

to

through October.

In the

steel ship

Ships which had been started as tankers in
later scheduled
for completion as cargo ships after January.
This explains the sharp decline in tanker construction which occurred during November.

production was being main-

summer and

fall

of 1944,

despite the delay until January in the decision

by forced draft effort, the wooden ship
production effort rose gradually from January
to it- slightly higher all-time peak in .May 1944,

a-

if

then

fell

away

The change in
stop tanker construction.
type resulted, in this study, in their being
classed retroactively as having been cargo
ships throughout the period of their con-

to

rapidly, especially in July and

August.
The shipbuilding industry as a whole may be
said to have been operating at the maximum

VL

struction.

BO'l TLUNECKS
be producing at a rate considerably below ca-

Inherent Limitations

The comparatively undeveloped

severe cut.

November and December were

mouth except January mil.
While

first

that significant effort could not be continued
more than 2 months at most.

meantime the cargo

recovered considerably so that in
August and again in October the over-all effort
on steel ships exceeded that of any previous
ship efforl

tained throughout the

its

pacity.
Hence, it would be useless to estimate
what Japanese production might have been
in terms of American rates of production.
Such rates could not have been achieved even
if the other bottlenecks could have been re-

technologi-

methods of ship construction employed by
rapanese, even in the newest and best of
their shipyards, imposed a much slower, less
efficient rate of production in terms of manpower and raw materials than was achieved
in the United States.
There can be no comparison between the output that could be expected
from a given commitment of manpower and
raw materials in the shipyards of the two countries.
The difference in technology was such
that continued applications of manpower and
materials during a given period in any of the
Japanese yards would cease to bring a material
increase in tonnage, while an American yard
with comparable capital investment would still

cal

moved.

These technological limitations indicated in
Chapter III, consisted of such shortcomings
as the congested and unsystematic shipyard
layouts, the lightweight equipment inadequate
for extensive ship section fabrication and preassembly, and poorly developed techniques for
Such limitations
cutting and welding plate.
arose from the lack of foresight and creative
engineering on the part of shipyard operators
and responsible government agencies and from
29

:

a comparatively low level of skill on the part of
the average Japanese shipyard workers.

Closely related to the technological limitation

and similarly inherent as a limitation on production regardless of the more variable factors,
was the confused and ineffectual character of
the administration and supervision of the shipbuilding program.

was no
government authority strong enough to
provide effectual control of the program. The
Minisl ry of Transportation and Communication
did not have the staff, the imagination or the
prestige to promote a large scale expansion in
Schedules and ship
merchant shipbuilding.
designs were established largely al the behesl
of the large commercial shipbuilders and no
new large yards independent of the established
producers were fostered. No civilian authority
ed in the Japanese Government which
could stand up to the army or navy in the
scramble for raw materials and production
As a result, allocations to merchant
capacity.
ship construction had to be made from what
remained after the armed forces' programs
were satisfied.
In the early stages of the war, there

civilian

to delays in the

program rather than

over-all

bottlenecks.

The Japanese were slow to recognize the
magnitude of the demand for new tonnage that
continued prosecution of the war would require.
This lack of appreciation of the urgency of the
program contributed to the delay in expanding
the program to the extent that ultimately was
attained.
If the urgency had been recognized
sooner, the transfer of control to the navy, the
reduction in number and greater simplification
of the standard ship designs, the construction

of

new

shipbuilding capacity and a greater sac-

demands might all have
been accomplished sooner with a consequent
large increase in production at an earlier date.
Competitive demands for raw materials and
production capacity held such priority for a
full year after the outbreak of war that no
material increase in merchant shipbuilding was
The most serious
possible during that period.
diversion, as has already been shown, was the
preoccupation of several of the largest commercial yards with heavy naval ship conrifice

of competitive

struction.
Finally, one of the most serious factors de-

laying he increase in the rate of shipbuilding
was the delay in the expansion of existing
I

When

the navy finally took over the control

and responsibility

gram many

for the

merchant ship pro-

of the weaknesses of the civilian

were overcome. The Navy Technical
Bureau had the staff, technical competence and
control

prestige to initiate changes in the schedules and
Also, having the responsibility
ship designs.
for getting volume production, the navy was

compelled

to

make important

sacrifices

in

yards and. even
construction

Chart

1.

in order to meet new obligations.
Even the navy administration, however, had

the shortcomings and weaknesses characteristic
Priorities.
Japanese administration.

of most

schedules, materials and labor allocations and
similar administrative decisions were horn of

compromises, were more or less ambiguous.
and were constantly undergoing changes. Adherence to these measures was not always
persistently enforced; in too many instances
such decisions were made when it was known
that they could not be made to stick.

Delays in Expansion Prior to Peak Effort

Several factors limited the expansion of
shipbuilding at the outset, but were at least
partially overcome and amounted, therefore,

page

more serious, the delay in
As shown on
new yards.
12,

the

over-all

expansion

in

gross floor space from '<l March 1942 to 15
August 1945 was 7* percent. The timing and
distribution of that expansion between old and

new yards

its

own program

of

:

is

shown by the following percent-

the o\ er-all total

Japan did

rcent of the deficil of A-ship deliveries
below the amount scheduled for L944 in the
April 1944 plan.
In this instance, then, the
not only

was

permit a systematic evaluation

Another basis available
pacity

of the delay in the construction of these

new yards

not

of either of these steps.
the

is

maximum

for ascertaining ca-

construction

effort

scheduled by the Japanese for each of the
shipyards.
Aside from the practical difficulty

a delay in the increase

in the volume of production hut also carried
OVer as a limitation of the peak of production
attained by the industry when it was most fully
extended.

determining whether additional yard expansion was contemplated by the schedule
makers before the scheduled rate was to be

of

there arc the theoretical objections
scheduled production as a measure of capacity.
Undoubtedly, the maximum scheduled
scale of efforl included, for purposes of creating incentives, a margin the realization of
which the planners themselves actually did not
anticipate. Furthermore, the advance scheduling could not anticipate the interruptions and
attained,

Industrial Capacity and

The amount

Peak Production

to

of physical plant available for

operation, the technological capabilities of the
existing plant and the administrative competency of the control of the industry together
constitute the industrial capacity limitation on
the rate of production attained by the shipbuilding industry during the period of peak produc
The other bottleneck factors simply contion.
stituted

inefficiencies imposed by changes in plans and
other controlling circumstances that actually
materialized to limit the capacity.
The only satisfactory available measure of
capacity is the actual effort expended during
the period of peak shipbuilding activity. The

delays in the growth of the rate of

construction,

inasmuch as they were largely

process of reaching the peak.
none of the aforementioned factors could
have been responsible for the precipitous decline in the rate of production, or they would
have prevented the attainment of the peak.
The new bottlenecks responsible for the large
decline in production also may have been felt
sufficiently during the period of peak production to have prevented the full utilization of the
industrial capacity for shipbuilding even dur-

:ome

in the

I!nt

chief reservation

in

making that use of the

peak rate of production

is

the extent to which

the factors that later precipitated the steep decline

may

already have been felt in sufficient

force during the peak production period to have
limited the production effort short of actual
capacity.

Whether

or not this

was the case and

the extent of the unused capacity if there was
any are considered after a discussion of the

ing the peak period. The extent to which the
capacity was utilized during the

full industrial

production factors responsible for the decline.

period of peak production must await analysis
of the new factors that caused the decline.

Steel

Supply

The increase in the share of the Japanese
war economy dedicated to merchant ship con-

Several methods are available for ascertaining the capacity of the industrial plant in exisA direct assessment of
al a given time.

struction is indicated by the sharp increase in
the share of available steel assigned to that
effort.
The desperate effort to maintain ship
construction despite the decline in available

capacity would require two steps.
First, an
engineering estimate would have to be made of
the maximum rate of production in each existing shipyard of the type of ship for which the

steel in the later stages of the war is manifested
by the continued increase in the fraction of steel
deliveries channeled into merchant ship construction even after steel production had begun

yard was besl titted. These estimates would
have to take into account the technological
limitations of the yard and its operators.
Finally, an appropriate allowance on an industry wide basis would have to be made for
interruptions and inefficiencies imposed on the
yard- by changes in specifications and the
multitudinous slip-ups characteristic of JapanTin' time available in
administration.

The relationship of steel delivered
work on merchant shipping to total steel
deliveries and production is shown in table 5,
page :12. The data are taken from Appendix
its

decline.

for

Tables

12

Materials

31

and 14 of the report of the Basic
Section on Coke, Iron and Steel.

—
Table

5.

Relatir,

importance of
ships

sti

1

1

for

merchant

The interrelationships of production

The marked increase in 194") in the period of
turn-over resulted from the fad that the average ratf of consumption fell off between 1944
and 1945 even faster than did the average inventory.

Assuming

August related

thai

consumption

steel

in

L945 up
to the end of the war in proportion to the corresponding ratio of economic input in shipto that

for

of fiscal

all

effort

and labor supply, shown on Chart 9, passed
through four significantly different phases, the
first of which included an exceptional variation.
The first phase was the l.",-month period April
1943 through April 1944, during which the
shipbuilding effort was undergoing a rapid
and continuous expansion.
The exceptional

building, steel

efforts of the high-pressure production speed-

the point

up at the end of the fiscal year appear in
January, February and March 1944 during
In the second phase, from May
the period.
through October 1944, a peak level production plateau was sustained, but with greater
exertion on the part of employees than was

consumption had fallen off to
where the inventory on hand at the
the war would have supported operations

end of

In other words, while 20 perconsumption for shipbuilding came
drawdowns in inventories during

for 8.2 months.

cent of steel

from

net

1945, the rate of production

was

falling off so

remaining inventories reassumed
adequate or even more than adequate proportions.
It is likely that inventories were badly

characteristic

fast that the

summer

out of balance in the
so

much

of 1945, but not

so that a higher level of production

Factors other
than an immediate steel shortage were forcing
production down at a rate rapidly approaching

earlier

period.

1945,

From
pro-

an even more rapid rate.
in economic input between
April 1943 and April 1944 was about twice the
increase in average employment at the same
time that average man-hours per employee increased only about 20 percent. This indicates
that the additional physical plant and simplification of the design of ships produced in old
and new yards alike resulted in increased labor
productivity and may, therefore, be considered
the principal controlling factors in the volume
of production during this period of continued
expansion in shipbuilding activity.
fall off at

zero.

The increase

Labor Supply

The over-all labor supply was never a primary bottleneck in merchant ship construction
although it was under a considerable strain
during the period of peak production. The fact
that the decline in construction activity came
the

the

duction declined sharply almost to the average
for 1943, despite peak applications of the labor
factor both in terms of employees and manhours worked.
During the final phase from
February through July 1945, the labor factors
declined, but the production effort continued to

could not have been supported.

so

in

November 1944 through January

much sooner and
labor

supply

faster than the decline in

indicates

conclusively

that

some other factor in production was responsible.
The quantity of labor supply utilized is most
clearly reflected in man-hours worked.
The
adequacy of the labor supply
reflected

in

the

worked and the

relationship

is

With the exception

most clearly
man-hours

of the year-end rush in

February and March 1944,

of

it

was not

until

May

1944 that the trend in man-hours increased materially over the trend in average

productive effort.
The
relative strain or relaxation of demand for
labor is reflected by the relationship of manhours worked and the average number of employees which, on a monthly basis, would reBecl changes in the standard hours per day
or days per months or in the amount of absentotal

employment. The exceptionally large margins
man-hours over employment in the year-end
months of February and March represent the
longer hours worked to complete ships before
the March 30 fiscal deadline. The fact that the
input curve shows the peak of this year-end
activity to have been in January arose from the
overlapping of ships about completed with the
of

teeism.

The presentation of the monthly indexes of
yen value input, of man-hours worked and of
average employees engaged in the construction
of steel merchant ships on Chart 9, page 34,
permits the comparisons mentioned above. The
average monthly amounts for the fiscal year
1943 equals 100 for each index.

extra
rush.

number of
The large

per employee

in

allocation of the

the ship

33

ships started for the year-end
increase in average man-hours

March indicates that an equal
work on a ship over the months

was under construction

is

not in this

INDEXES OF ¥ VALUE INPUT, MAN HOURS WORKED AND
AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF STEEL
MERCHANT SHIPS BY MONTHS, APRIL 1943 -JULY 1945
IOU

steady but more rapid decline

instance an accurate reflection of the distribu-

in a

economic input. In any event, the fad
thai a near peak production rate was maintained in April 1944 with the comparatively
slight increase in man-hours per employee over
tlitaverage prevailing during L943 indicates
that, excepl for the exceptional year-end surge,
the peak plateau of production prevailing from
January to October 1944 was reached without
a great strain on the labor force.
Hence, it may
be concluded, the attainment of that level of
production was not seriously retarded by any

worked

i

shipyards of Japan, although never good
enough to permit the use of many technological
improvements known to the -Japanese, deteriorated rapidly during the last 12 months of Hie
war.
Experience varied considerably among
the yards but in some the number of regular
employees had been cut to less than one-third
the prewar level in the late fall of 1944 as a

through October 1944 did require a
and sustained increase in hours per
This indicates the labor situation
employee.
during

this

result of the draft for the

it

closer to Japan.

Percent

Conscripted Japanese Labor
Regular employees
Students (mostly boys)
Civil prisoners (Japanese)

thirds the production in October 1944, despite
the fact that in November, December, and

the

Women

4

inn

-c

::

conscripts

1

The conscripted labor was generally lowlittle or no mechanical
experience.
The Japanese conscripted
labor, composing almost one-half of the entire
labor force during this

in

in

1

quality unskilled labor with

futility

phase

I

8

loo

was reflected back
February because, for
the first time in more than a year, the average
hours worked per employee fell below the average for fiscal 1943, thus marking the beginning
final

10

Korean conscripts

i

the rate of ship production in the face of the
re steel shortage that made itself felt most
keenly during this period.

among

IE

20

(mostly clerical)
Prisoners of war

January both employment and man-hours were
maintained at unprecedented peak levels. This
indicates a frantic but futile effort to maintain

Of the

and

closer

In the meantime, the labor

in the shipyards was maintained and
even increased by the assignment of one or
another of the various classes of compulsory
labor. The average composition of the labor
force of eight representative large yards during
October and November 1944 was as follows:

duction period.
By .January 1945, the end of the third phase,
production had fallen steadily to less than two-

Apparently the

This

force

had not been a primary limiting
factor in production.
The fact that a materially higher labor supply both in terms of
man-hours and employees was applied in De" !•
creates the presumption that it could
have been applied between August and October
if it had been required during the peak propeak,

into the labor effort

services.

nawa campaigns brought the war

input

tion

armed

process was accentuated during the last year of
the war as the Philippine, Iwo Jima, and Oki-

period

had been during 1943. That the total
increased more during this period than
did the total man-hours indicates the labor supply, at least up to the August-October producthan

was even

a! only one-fifth of the average for fiscal
L943 and two-fifths of he lowest in that year.
The quality of the labor in the commercial

significant

tighter

production, because that

drastic throughout the period, ending in

Julj

effort

significantly

man-hours

to a level in July

decline in

more

shortage of labor supply.
Beginning in .May of 1944, however, the
maintenance of the peak level of productive

was

in

L945 slightly below the
lowest in fiscal L943.
But these declines in the
labor supply cannot be held responsible for the

tion of

period,

consisted

unskilled males unfit for military service

of

who

had been brought in from the agricultural regions of Japan.
The necessity of relying increasingly on such
low grade labor provided manj headaches for

interrelationships

and production. By
July 1945, the end of the period under analysis,
average employment had fallen steadily to the
the labor factors

the shipyard managers and the resulting rate
of production was. no doubt, lower than would

1943 average. The increase in absenteeism in
shipyards, clue primarily to urban area
incendiary attacks and food shortages, resulted

have obtained with higher grade labor. But
inasmuch as this substitution of low grade labor
was well under wav before October 1944 and

the

:::,

up through that month, productivity had actubeen increasing, it cannot be concluded that
the low quality of labor precipitated the steep
decline in production that continued from October to the end of the war.

crippling over-all shortage of any other ship
component reported.

Although irregularities in the flow of comfitting quays effected occasional
delays in ship construction, there was no overall shortage of ships engines or other components relative to the volume of shipbuilding perponents to the

Components Supply

The most important ship component requiring advance manufacture is, of course, the

mitted by other limiting factors.

ship's engine, including the boiler for steam-

Bottlenecks

driven engines. Generally speaking, the production of ship's engines kept apace the production of hulls.

">!>

producers on the other.

channels

in

Practically

shipbuilding:.

and

all

owned

reciprocating

marily

in

making

tem of close coordination of engine procurement
with the performance in hull construction in the
various yards was inaugurated by the Transportation Ministry which was also able to secure better steel priorities from the navy for
engine production. Relieved of the bottleneck
on steel and ship's engines, wooden ship production quickly rose to a peak plateau which
lasted through June 1944.
The supply of timber and labor for hull construction were the primary limiting factors on
wooden ship construction during the peak
period from December 1943 through June 1944.
The timber difficulty lay principally in the
shortage of labor to cut it and in the extreme

engines

boilers for ships larger than type

I>

Diesel engines for the type-E

ships and were the principal source for that

type of engine.

None

specializing in E-ships

new yards
own engines.

of the four

made

their

Comparison of the dates that engines were
available at the shipyard with dates of launching

show only occasional delays

of the larger types

of

ships

delay in engine production.

A

in the

the

the haphazard system under which their production had been administered. Hence a sys-

of the

and the
were built
in these 1") establishments.
The myriad nonshipyard enginemakers, ranging in size from
comparatively small to tiny, were engaged priturbine

Construction

steel and labor and in
administrative machinery
for control of the standard ship program.
By December 1943 the capacity to produce
wooden ship hulls had so increased that the
demand for engines could not be satisfied by

by one of the industrial combines heavily en-

gaged

Ship

timber,

for

strengthening

All of

Hitachi and one in Tokyo, which were

Wooden

The very poor showing made in wooden ship
construction up to the summer of 1943 was due
to the difficulties and delays in building new
yards, in obtaining priorities and establishing

the 15 large producers were commercial shipyards except the two Hitachi engine plants, one
at

the

in

Program

As mentioned on page 6, 60 percent of the
wartime horsepower production of merchant
ship engines tame from 5 producers, while the
remainder was divided equally between the 10
next largest producers on the one hand and the
remaining

Neither was any

of the construction program.

ally

delivery

attributable to
greater degree

was experienced with E-type engine deliveries, but by the time this became

of difficulty

of transporting it to the shipyards.
The yards with the best production records during this period were the yards that owned and

difficulty

1945 the production
of E-type ships had been reduced and such as
were scheduled were to be equipped with coal
burning reciprocating machinery because of
the scarcity of Diesel oil.
Hence, a new set
of producers, principally smaller commercial
shipyards, were called upon for engines for
this class and engines were supplied as rapidly
as the hulls were built.
These Japanese shipyard officials who were
interrogated stated that engine deliveries held
up construction in some instances, but were not
generally an important factor in the slow-down
serious in the spring of

cut their

own timber

shipyard.

The

at sources close to the

fact that the

wooden shipbuild-

ing yards were never assigned conscripted labor
as were many of the larger industries was only
partially offset by the fact that they

were small,

widely scattered enterprises located, for the
most part, outside of the large industrial centers
of

Japan and

could, therefore,

labor supplies.

enough help
production

36

draw from

local

In general they could not obtain

to sustain the

possible

maximum

rate of

during the period when

Steel

was available

to

industry

the

in

duction

fair

Mosl ni' the steel supply which had been
marshaled for engine construction in the spring
of l'.'ll was exhausted by the end of June and
the general supply of steel in Japan had hecorn.' so short by thai time that the Transportation Ministry was unable to secure more
steel.

The administration

of

steel

wooden ship en-

the navy's comobtained in suffi-

sharp decline in

controling

TA

was commanded

tankers.

may
what

factor

be summarized, then, as having been someless

than the technologically limited ca-

pacity of the existing physical plant primarily

because of the shortage of steel at the same
time the labor supply was under such a strain
that, had steel sufficient for full production
been available, the labor supply would have had
to be argumented as well. The margin between
the actual production achieved in this period
and that which might have been achieved with
more steel and labor was not great in comparison with the volume of production actually
achieved. In itself, it probably could not have
been great enough to materially alter the course
of the war. In contrast to steel ship construction, the limitation on wooden ship production
during the period of its peak activity was not
steel but timber and labor supply.
Once it
exhausted the steel alloted to it, however, the
period of peak activity came to an abrupt conThe fact that this occurred in July
clusion.
1944 while steel ship construction activity was
sustained at peak through October illustrates
the extent to which the steel priority for merchant shipping of sizable tonnage was being
raised in a desperate attempt to obtain raer;

marily by the absorption of much of the existing capacity in naval ship construction.
Inspired by the unexpected rate of losses of
merchant ships and the increased civilian and
military demand for them, priorities were
raised on merchant ship construction and curAs existing shipyard
tailed on naval ships.
capacity became absorbed in merchant ship
construction, the design of the ships was simplified, permitting a greater tonnage production by the existing plant, and new facilities
were created by the expansion of existing yards
and the construction of new yards. During the
period of the rapid increase in the rate of
production from November 1942 through December L943, the capacity of the physical plant
in operation constituted the primary limitation
on the volume of effort in the construction of

wooden

stocks

level of activity in the steel shipbuilding
industry during the period of peak production

from time to time.
During the years immediately preceeding the
outbreak of the war and thereafter until November 1942, merchant shipbuilding had only
a moderate war priority and was limited pri-

In the case of

the

The

shifted

steel ships.

steel

all

may be
taken as evidence that it might have been even
greater than it was during the period of peak
activity had circumstances warranted it.
The
comparatively slight valley during June and
July in the plateau of peak activity resulted,
at least in part, from the scheduled adaptation
of many type A hulls to be completed as type

both industry wide at the government level and
internally at the plant level, and the over-all
technological limitations imposed by the limited
skills of the average Japanese shipyard worker
Within those
applied throughout the war.

primary

provide engines for

after the decline in production set in

In several instances final evaluation of various bottleneck factors were deferred until the
other factors were discussed. The over-all limitations of Japanese administrative capacity,

the

to

fact that a greater labor effort

of Bottleneck Factors

limitations

sufficient

during the period of peak activity (from January through October 1944) in the construction
of steel ships combined with the testimony of
many Japanese shipbuilders indicates that a
shortage of steel was the primary factor which
prevented the realization of the full production
of which the yards then in existence were capAlthough the labor force then at hand
able.
worked at a considerably stepped up pace, the

in wooden ship
production which set in during July 1944 and
continued to the end of the war.

Summary

th>'

plant

wooden ships that could be built.
The high rate of turnover of

gine production was, therefore, transferred to
the Navy Technical Bureau in July 1944. Even

with the higher priorities at
mand, however, steel was not
cii it quantity to prevent the
engine production and hence

was held below the capacity of

throughout the period of expansion because of the tardiness in securing

physical

supply.

ships, pro-
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F
During the period from March 1945 to the
end of the war shipbuilding activity, both steel
and wood, continued to fall at a rate which
would have practically ended shipbuilding if
the war had lasted 2 more months. The decline
in employment and average manhours worked
during this period was much less rapid. The
over-all steel inventory in the shipyards at the
end of the war, even allowing for unbalance in
the assortment of shapes, could have supported
a higher level nf shipbuilding activity than presided during the last few months of the war.
Further analysis of the decline must await

shipping despite Japan's increasingly
impossible over-all steel position.
For merchant ship construction the bubble

ehanl

finally burst in

October 1944 and despite heroic

increases in the labor supply, both employment

and working hours, production started skidding
in November 1944.
P>y the end of February
1945, before the delivery of any air attacks materially affected the industry, production had
fallen well below the average tor the fiscal year
L943.

The

decline

exhaustion of the

was the

direcl

resull of the

A correspond-

steel supply.

ing decline in wooden ship construction due to
lack nf steel for ships engines had set in in July.
\

II.

NIK

analysis of the effects

\IK

IS ()l

Status of Shipyards as a Target System
to

Commercial shipyards
paratively low

in

priority as a

Allied air attack.

The

Japan held a comtargel system for

Joint Targel Grou]

•">

was attacked on IS December 1911.
Tsurumi Shipyard of Japan Steel Tube, a
•".

priority for this, the only multiplane mission

at a commercial shipyard in Japan
during the entire war. Since that attack was
delivered approximately 2 weeks before the end
of the war. its effects on the volume of wartime
shipbuilding were confined to the damage done
sels presenl at the yard during the attack.
It may be concluded, therefore, that there were

when

the nearby

1

ority for air attack, shipping continued to carry
a high priority as a strategic targel

home

islands

before that

were within range,
time.

One

when the

just as

of the most

it

had

effective

instruments in the air attack on shipping in
Japanese home waters was the B-29 mining
campaign. The analysis of the air attack on
shipping, including the effect of the mining
campaign, is given in the report of the Transportation Section of the USSBS. However, inasmuch as the mining campaign damaged a

specifically

materially

yard, suffered several hits

The
class

Kawasaki Petroleum Complex was attacked on
August 1945.
Although shipyards were assigned a low pri-

directed

interfered

of this

the nearby Mitsubishi Aircraft Engine Factory

1

shipyards that

damage

A few yards suffered damage from II
bombs aimed by Twentieth AF planes at nearby
industrial installations. The Nagoya Shipyard,
a Class
yard, suffered serious damage when

1

at

Incidental

occurred at several of the large isolated
shipyards in the Inland Sea which were otherwise untouched during the war.

1'.

aimed

A considerable amount of damage was done
shipyards in attacks the target of which was

ber of such soilies.

single navy

practically no direcl attacks

K

sort

TBM attacked the Kobe-Mitsu-'>
yard on 19 March 1945, and a single
dropped 5 tuns of II F on the same target on July 1945.
Other than these, the only attack
aimed specifically at a shipyard was delivered
by the Seventh AF before dawn on
August
1945, when 6 B-24s dropped 19 tons of HE on
the engine works at the Nagasaki-Mitsubishi
Shipyard. That particular targel carried a No.
I

\(

or near the shipyard.
The
Twentieth and Fifth AF dispatched several
such attacks and the navy carrier planes, both
American and British, made a substantial num-

Neither the Twentieth AF nor the navy planned
any systematic attack on the yards.

A

I

air attacks.

the shipping at

ignated is commercial yards as major targets,
!>ut recommended against attack on the system.

bishi

\l

<>f

with

production.

Then- was. nevertheless, considerable direct
inflicted upon commercial shipyards by
Allied air attack.
Most of this damage oc-

damage

gnat many ships that did not sink, it created
considerable additional demands on the shipyards near the affected areas and thereby

in those yards situated within the large
urban areas and was inflicted by the incendiary
attacks on these urban areas. In such attacks
the shipyards along with all the rest of the
urban areas was the target.

curred

affected the ability of those yards to maintain

their rates of

38

new

construction.

For purposes of analysis, the

effects of air

attack arc classified into three categories bearing on the ability to sustain over-all shipbuild-

bombing o\
added during 1945* in all u-urk on merchant and naval
ships and ship components in the commercial shipyards
in Japan
•

ing activity and an additional category covering
be effects of air attack on the demand for shipi

yard sen

The three supply-side categories

ices.

separately

the effects of

damage

in

the

shipyards, damage to other targets, and interference from activity in anticipation of air
attack, respectively.
I

Damage

Hen-. dI

to the

Shipyards

em! of the war nmiv than 7, TOO, 000
square feel of the floor -pace of buildings in
immercial shipyards, or 21 percent of the
thai would otherwise have been in existence, had been destroyed by air attack. Of the

By

th(

50 yards reporting on floor space. 17 received
lost less than 10 percent, L5 losl
no damage,
'.'

were more
between 10 and 50 percent, and
than half destroyed. The timing of the damage
as measured by floor space destroyed is shown
in the following percentage distribution by
!•

months of the

total loss of floor space:
uf total

December
January
February
March

1944
1945
1945
1945

1

—
(M
39

April

1

May

1945

12

June

1945
1945

17

July

Angnst

1945

VI
is

100

Since production for the year 1945 would
not have been affected materially by the damage

done

in

of the
the

July and August, evidence of the affect

damage on production must

1945 record of production

in

be sought in
those yards

which were damaged during or before June
1945. Of the 50 yards reporting on floor space,
17 had losl more than 10 percent by air attack
before the end of June.
An indication of the
effect on production brought about by the air
attacks delivered before the end of June is
given in Table 7.
Here a comparison is made
of the change between 1944 and 194~> of the
average monthly value added in all work
on naval and merchant-; ships and ship components in the 17 yards damaged significantly
before July with the comparable change in the
same measure of production for the 32 yards
not so damaged.

Damaec
shipj

shipyard management was not sufficiently verovercome the disruptions and irregularities imposed by the air attack damage to
the extent necessary for a reasonable recovery
It may be concluded,
of productive activity.
satile to

any substantial amount of physical
average shipyard was enough to
a considerable and comparatively perma-

then, that

damage
effect

to the

nent reduction in productive activity in that
yard.

Damage from

air attack

was reported from

only 41 wooden ship construction yards, or 16

percent of the total of 548 such yards in Japan.
About half of those damaged were totally
destroyed.
Several were damaged in March
1945, but more than half of those damaged were
attacked in July and August. Most of the yards
affected were damaged in the urban areas attacks or in attacks on the wooden ships in or
near the yards. By the time the attacks were
delivered, production of wooden ships had
fallen off to such an extent because of the lack
of engines, that it is doubtful that the damage
inflicted on the comparatively small fraction of
all the shipyards materially affected the volume
of

wooden ship construction.

Effects

on Shipbuilding of Damage

manhours was considerably more
employment is borne
out by the fact that computed on the same time
basis as the production rates shown in table 7,
page 91, the average monthly employment in
1945 was 92 percent of that for 1944 while the
comparable ratio for manhours was 74 percent.
The fact that the average monthly rate of
the decline in

serious than the decline in

production in 1945 had fallen to 60 percent of
the 1914 rate, while manhours and employment
had fallen only to 74 and 92 percent, respectively, indicates that some factor other than
absenteeism, as bad as it was, was a more
potent cause of the decline in over-all shipyard
activity.
This point is emphasized by the comparison made in Table 8, of the production

and labor force experience of the undamaged
shipyards located in cities subject to area raids
June with that of the damaged shipbefore
yards and that of the undamaged shipyards
located in unattacked areas.
•"><>

TABU S. Effect of bombing <>n average monthly production, manhours, and employment in t945 J in damaged
yards,

to

Other Targets

shipbuilding of the damage
by air attack mi the portions of the
economy that support shipbuilding are difficult
to measure because they are largely merged
with all other factors that affect the volume of
support. For example, it is difficult to say how

The

go into the rural areas several times each week
in search of food.
No complaint was heard of
a shortage of employees on the pay rolls. That

undamaged yards

effects on

inflicted

much

of the shipyards' labor difficulty

was due

to absenteeism traceable to air attack, to ab-

senteeism attributable to other causes, or to
the reduction in average skill of the labor force
on hand because of the drafting of the more
What can
able men into the armed services.
he said of the effects on shipbuilding of damage
to other targets may be separately discussed
in terms of the effects on labor force, components supply, and materials supply, respectively.
Testimony of shipyard managers indicates

that two factors were primarily responsible for
the reduction of the quantity of the labor force

applied in shipbuilding during 1945

— absentee-

ism from the yards in areas affected by the
urban area raids resulting from the destruction
of homes, interru.pt ion of local transportation,
etc.. and absenteeism from all yards resulting
from the food shortage causing employees to

in

attacked areas, <m<l undam-

aged yards outside attacked areas

Damage *tatu*
hipyanb

<>l

Air attack damage to targets supporting
shipyard activity interfered temporarily with
product ion in some of the shipyards but was not
as effective as physical damage to the shipyard
in bringing about a general reduction in the volume of shipyard activity below the limits established by other factors.

This constitutes a clear indication
not labor shortage that reduced
activity in the damaged yards, and created the
presumption that it was the physical damage
within the yard itself that brought about the
attacks.

that

it

was

decline.

Data on the volume of ship components production outside shipyards are not available in
sufficient

detail

to

any

reflect

effects

attack on nonshipyard producers.

of

Effects

air

The extent

shown

in

the following tabulation:
llndrxe!, 1945 (1944
<

ompon
product

little effort

was made

to dis-

perse shipyards as a measure of air attack
Though the degree of plant and
precaution.
geographical concentration (shown on pages 5
through 9) was great, it was not as great as
in other key industries such as aircraft and
motor vehicles. Furthermore, it would not be

which both damaged and undamaged shipyards maintained components production in
L945 much better than work directly on ships
to

is

on Shipbuilding of Air Attack Precautions

Comparatively

possible to establish

on
ships

p/orl

a short time even

new yards on new

if

sites in

they were equipped with

flj

the machinery from an existing yard. In compliance with the general dispersal directives

The increased emphasis in 1945 on components production in the shipyards shown in

issued after the first round of urban area atbegan send-

tacks, shipyards in the large cities

the tabulation indicates increased difficulty in
securing components from nonshipyards producers. Such difficulty undoubtedly was caused
in part by air attack damage to such producers.
In view of the fact that the shipyards, including
those damaged by air attack, were able to sustain a comparatively high rate of

ing about 10 percent of their machine tools to
Only tools not vital
less vulnerable locations.
to the current volume of shipyard activity were
selected and they were only the lighter tools
which could be handled without heavy equip-

Wartime shipyard production did not
from this program, but inspection of the
equipment which had been returned in October
1945 showed that the tools had suffered considerably from weather and lack of maintenance.
Air attack precautions in and about the shipyard were largely confined to personnel shelters
and in some instances a limited amount of blast
wall protection for vital machinery such as air
compressors and rotary electric converters. No
large scale protection for machine tools in general was noted except in the few yards where
a considerable amount of tunneling had been
done to expand the available working areas for
yards surrounded by hills. In some instances
operating machinery had been installed in these
ment.

components

suffer

production in 1945, and in view of the fact,
stated on page 6, that 74 percent of the total
horsepower of merchant ship engines produced
during the war was produced in the commercial
shipyards, it is not probable that a shortage
of components was responsible for the reduction in the rate of ship construction in 1945
As shown in the report of the Transportation
Section of USSBS, the tightening of the shipping blockade in May, June, and July 1945 by
increased air attacks on ships in Japanese home
waters and by the B-29 mining campaign

made

increasingly difficult to produce steel
it
Japan. As shown in Tables 5 and 6, page
•">.!.
however, the Japanese were drawing steel
out of the steel production pipe line supply
As shown on
for -hip construction in 1945.
page 75, by the end of the year steel requirements had fallen to the point where inventories
were adequate for a considerable period of
operation from stocks alone. Therefore, even
if the blockade had closed the steel mills down.
shipyard activity could have continued for
Some time so far as raw materials were conin

tunnels to gain the protection afforded thereby.
effort involved in these air

The materials and

attack precautions were not sufficient to have
detracted sufficiently from the materials and
labor available for work on ships

Changes

in

the

Demand

for

Shipyard

Services

During the Period of Air Attack

To remain in the war Japan had to get food,
and iron from the Asiatic mainland.

coal,

Therefore,

cerned.

41

in the face

of her continuing loss of

shipping through sinking and isolation in remote regions, she had to continue new ship construction or admit defeat.
On 27 and 30 March 1945 the Twentieth AF
dropped more than 1,000 tons of mines and
thereafter reenforced the best original fields

and sowed new ones on a gradually increasing
scale until the end of the war.
These mines
sank many ships, but their effect on shipyards
came in the form of a steeply increased volume

damaged shipping requiring repair.
The last desperate efforts to protect the shipping afloat from the increased direct attack by
aircraft and submarine also brought about a

of

sustained effort in the naval coast defense ship
construction program in the commercial yards.
The change between 1944 and 1945 in the
distribution of the total productive effort applied directly on ships

is

shown

in the following

tabulation.
Percent of total work done directly on ships
cial yards

in

commer-

—
war

effort, namely her shipping collapse, would
have been drawn tight sooner and might even
have accelerated the final surrender.
This
would have been particularly effective if such

Appendix

1.

Facilities

and output

of 57

attacks had been directed, as a supplement to
the mining campaign, at shipyards located near
the

mine

fields.

Japanese shipyards during the war

—
APPENDIX

2.

Gross tonnage of steel ships over 100 gross tuns

Fiscal year

'delivered,

by

fiscal

year by type 19S1-U5

Appendu

."..

Monthly yen
Liit

ruin,

ihip yen value ininit tiYl.OOO) 7
I

Ship

iM-

input and indexes on merchant shipbuilding

[SCAL

1

I

\l<

nil

May

1946]

Index of yen value input
lM»y

in

merchant ship construct ion

11941

-

FISCAL YEAR

1001

1941

:

3.

Standard type,

if

any (TL, 2TL, A, 2A,

6.

ing

etc.).
4.

Gross tons (merchant) or displacement

floor

Type of propulsion machinery

(turbine,

items since 1935.
7. For standard type ships built in considerable number give the following:
1. Total weight of the ship at launching.

reciprocating, Deisel, etc.).
6.

Type of

fuel

(coal, fuel oil,

Deisel

oil,

etc.).
7.

Standard speed.

8.

Length.

space devoted to ship construction as of

Give the dates and amount
the end of 1935.
of all major increases and decreases in these

tons (naval).
5.

Give the number and dimensions of buildways and drydocks and the total amount of

2.

Weight of largest single piece

up

3.

Proportion of welding and riveting of

hull plates.

way used

12.

Building

13.

Engine maker (company and

for construction.
city,

8.

Show
1.

2.

Floor space destroyed.
Cranes, drydocks, and

3. Reduction
in
and permanent).

producer).
Give the detail and period covered by all
production schedules established for the yard
from time to time during the war. Details
should include: total gross and displacement
tonnage for the period, the average days building time, and average days fitting time specified
for each class or standard type By whom were
the schedules established? Give the dates and

4.

Damage

of ships and
5.
6.

Repair merchant

3.

Conversion, merchant

4.

New

6.

Repair, naval.
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Conversion and reconditioning, naval.
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Machinery and products not related

in yen).
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to continue pro-
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Cargo
Ships over 1 ,000 gross tons
Ships 500-999 gross tons
Ships under 500 gross tons

.

.

NAME OF SHIPYARD

New

yard (number

to ships in the

damage

(temporary

duction?

accordance with the items in the attached table.
4. Give the average number of employees for
each year 1935-40 and for each month of the
years 1941-45.
5. Give the annual tonnage of steel used in
shipbuilding during the years 1935-45 and the
tonnage on hand for shipbuilding as of the end
»f each year.

1.

ways

Inventory loss (in yen).
Other important factors.

What

any revisions of the schedules.
3. Give a breakdown of the work of the yard
for each year (fiscal or calendar) 1935-45 in

2.

manpower

and what accomplished?
What measures were taken

details of

tea and categorv

building

damaged.

2.

Work completed

the effects of each air attack in

terms of the following

if

other than this shipyard).
14. Date engine available (date of completion by this yard or delivery by outside

I

built

before final assembly.

Date keel laid.
10. Date launched.
11. Date delivered.

9.

.

YEAR
Work

during year

Value of

Cost of

work

material

completed
(1.000 yen

used
(1.000 yen)
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in progress at

end of year

Value of

Cost of

work

material

completed
used
(1,000 yen) (1,000 yen)

construction, merchant

construction, naval

.

to

shipbuilding

Yen value
Yen value

of raw materials on hand at the end of year
of finished components on hand at the end of year
'Gross tons for merchant ships, displacement tons for naval ships.

i:

.

.

.(1,000 yen)

... (1,000 yen)
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